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code-named Pasadena, would concentrate on building out the software so

other companies could customize it for small- and medium-sized businesses..

Chandler 1.0, Canoga, had been promised by the end of 2003. But it

was spring, and OSAF hadn't even settled on the basic architecture of its

back end. For:Kapor's programmers, as Toy would write on his blog, it felt

like "the ground on which we are trying to stand is still cooling." How could
they possibly meet such a deadline?

There was only one way to try, Toy knew: Make a schedule and start
trying to follow it.

I

"Management," wrote Peter Drucker, the late business philosopher,' "is

about human beings. Its task is to make people capable of joint perfor-

mance, to make their strengths effective and their weaknesses irrelevant.."

We're accustomed to thinking of management as the application of busi-

ness school techniques that carry a scientific sheen: uniform measurements

of productivity and metrics of return-on-investment. Drucker's definition

sounds awfully squishy; he could be talking about an orchestra conductor

or a stage director. But in emphasizing the art of management over the

science, the human realm over the quantitative dimension, Drucker-who

first invented the term knowledge worker and then offered invaluable

insights into its implications-was trying to remind us that numbers are

only a starting point for management, not its ultimate goal.

One great irony inherent in the management of software projects is

that despite the digital precision of the materials programmers work with.

the enterprise of writing software is uniquely resistant to measurement.

Programming managers have struggled for decades to find a sensible way to
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gauge productivity in their field. The end product of a day's effort for the

working programmer is code, and the most obvious yardstick of software

productivity is the number of lines of code written. But it is an unsatisfying

2D.d sometimes even downright deceptive measure. Just as Noble and

Biddle had found with their study of reusable software objects, there is

nothing uniform about a line of code. There is no reliable relationship

between the volume of code produced and the state of completion of a

program, its quality, or its ultimate value to a user.

Andy Hertzfeld tells a relevant tale from the early days at Apple about

his mentor Bill Atkinson, a legendary software innovator who created

Quickdraw and Hypercard. Atkinson was responsible for the graphic inter-

face of Apple's Lisa computer (a predecessor ofthe Macintosh). When the

Lisa team's managers instituted a system under which engineers were

expected to fill out a form at the end of each week reporting how many

lines of code they had written, Atkinson bridled. "He thought that lines of

code was a silly measure of software productivity," wrote Hertzfeld in his

account of Macintosh history, Revolution in the Valley. "He thought his goal

was to write as small and fast a program as possible, and that the lines of

code metric only encouraged writing sloppy, bloated, broken code."

The week that he was asked to fill out the new management form for

the first time, Atkinson had just completed rewriting a portion of the

Quickdraw code, making it more efficient and faster. The new version was

2000 lines of code shorter than the old one. What to report? He wrote in
the number -2000.

If counting lines of code is treacherous, other common metrics of soft-

ware productivity are similarly unreliable. You can try to track program fea-

tures or "function points," but they rarely divide neatly into units of similar

difficulty or size; you end up making highly subjective calls about when a

particular feature is done. You can try to chase bug numbers, measuring

productivity by tracking progress in reducing the overall bug count. But
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sometimes finding bugs is essential work that brings you closer to finishing

the job, even as it boosts the bug count. And bugs vary widely in the

amount of time required to fix them, so your team might take a couple of

weeks to whittle a list down from one hundred open bugs to twelve, only

to find that the final dozen stubbornly resist a fix week after week. Fur-

thermore, whichever unreliable yardstick you grab, you wind up facing the

uncomfortable truth that Frederick Brooks reported in The Mythical Man-

Month: Productivity varies wildly from one programmer to the next, fre-

quently by as much as a factor of ten. So guessing how to staff a project can
be as frustrating as estimating how long it will take.

Most software managers, well aware of these difficulties, end up impro-

vising. There is a list of what needs to be done, subdivided into a series of

tasks, and there is some method of keeping track of which of those tasks is

(more or less) completed. Fully aware of the perils and paradoxes of soft-

ware time, the manager will still expect individual programmers to try to

estimate-or at least SWAG (take a Silly,Wild-Assed Guess)-how long

each remaining task will take. The manager will then assemble all this infor-

mation in one place, estimate a completion time for the project, and-if, as

typically happens, the result suggests that the software will not be ready
before the next millennium-start making trade-off's.

The informal approach to managing technical projects achieved its most

famous incarnation at Hewlett-Packard with the concept of "management

by wandering around," which was later popularized by Tom Peters's In

Search of Excellence. This rigorous methodology requires managers to leave

their offices, visit workers in their dens, and chat them up. "How's it going?"

may not sound like the most incisive or analytical line of inquiry, but
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